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SUMMARY 

In the theory of flow in open channels two stages of flow 

with principall;:r different characteristics have to be considered, 

streaming flow and shooting flow. The velocity of flow in the 

first case is smaller than the velocity of propagation of trans

latory waves, in the latter case it is larger. The phenomena 

occurring in streaming flmnr are well known and theoretically solved, 

if i'lre neglect the influence of friction. This latter simplification 

means that the velocity has a constant value for each point of 

the cross-section. For this assumption also the theory of the hy

draulic jump has been successfully attacked, where the stage of 

flO'w· changes i'rom the shootil1g to the s·treaming condition. The 

present paper, however, deals with problems of flow of the shoot

ing stage only and extends the theory of hydraulics to all cases 

of supercritical flow, where the variation of depths and velocities 

due to cha.11ges in the direction of' f'lovr is desired. 

An outstanding example of such a type of flow is the case of 

curved sections in a rectangular open char...nel. This case has 

been investigated in the following analytically by the principles 

developed, and its solution was then compared to an extensive exper

imental investigation. It is shown that an adequate solution of 

the case of hit;h -velocity flow in curved sections of open channels 

has been found. 
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TABLE OF NOTATIONS 

(Used in the Discussion of Results and :i.n the .Analytical Derivations) 

d = variable local depth 

d
0 

= critical depth 

d
0 

= average depth in the channel of approach 

h' • maximum depth at the outside wall of the curve 

b = v-ridth of rectangular section 

p • wetted perimeter 

m = hydraulic radius 

v 0 = average velocity in channel of approach 

v = varie.ble local velocity 

v 0 = c - critical velocity= vmve velocity or celerity 

Q = tote.l discharge 

q = discharge per unit width 

s = slope of flume along centerline 

g = acceleration of c;ravity = 32.2 ft/sec2 

n ::. Manning's coefficient of roughness 

R • radius of cur-1rature of oenterli.ne of flume 

9 = e:ent~al angle of turn 

9
0 

= central angle from begi:nning of curve to first maximur1 

~ • variable local value of wave angle 

(?i0 = 1<rave angle at the beginning of the curve 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

The investigation presented in the following started origin-

ally as an experimental study, from which information was desired 

on the behaviour of flow at high velocities in curved sections of 

open channels. In order to simplify the approach to the problem, 

the cross-section of the channel vro..s chosen rectangular with zero 

cross-slope. The range of velocities to be considered was such 

that at any point the velocity stayed above the critical. For the 

latter condition, it was found, that the laws and formulae that 

are used and proven correct for lov; velocity flow failed to yield 

any resul-t;s consistent with the experimental outcome of the study. 

The theory developed thus far for supercritical velocity deals 

only Vtli th straight flow and parallel streamlines or with the trans-

_ition from the supercritical to the subcritical stage as encountered 

in the hydraulic jump. In order to obtain a fundamentally correct 

basis for the analytical study of the problem of flow in curves at 

velocities which stay alvmys in the supercritical ran0e, the hy-

draulio theory had to be extended to cover the case of velocities 

var-ying across the width of the channel in direction and magnitude. 

In other words, the lateral component of the velocity-vector had 

to be te.Jcen into consideration besides the longitudinal one. The 

vertical component vms neglected. Since so far no other attempt 

exists which deals with the conditions present in this problem, it 

is well to reconsider generally first ·the factors governing flows 

at supercritical velocities and to define clearly the properties. 
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B. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF SUPERCRITICAL FLOW __ .._.._ ........ ~~-

I. Supercritical Flow 

a. Definition of Supercritical Flow ~d ]~<:_!el?_<?_it~. The 

best illustration for the conditions existing at supercritical ve-

locities is given in Fig. 1, which shows the v.rell-lplown specific 

energy diagram. plotted for the range of conditions as existed in 

the experimental investigation. The range covered by the experi-

ments is indicated by the shaded area. The boundaries of this 

area are: On top and bottom the lines of :maximum and minimum dis-

charge, on the left the range of velocities existing at J.-?ffe slope, 

and on the right that for the 10% slope. 

d 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

E = d+ v2 
29 

2.5 

SPECIFIC ENERGY DIAGRAM 

FOR RECTANGULAR SECTIONS 

Figure 1 

3.0 

Q 2.5 

Q
Q 2.0 

1.5 
Q 10 
Q 0.5 

3.5 4.0 
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This diagram ;vas obtained by plotting the specific energy 

defined as £ a s a function of the depth d • 

The eA1?ress~on for E can be modified, since q = vd, to 

(1) E = d 

For constant discharges q the curves show.n in Fig. l can then be 

dravm. We find that above a certs.in line, where the slope of the 

curves changes /1 all the curves approach as;ymptotically the stra.iGht 

line E = d • The percentage of potential energy as expressed by 

d in the above relation is here apparently the larcer one. If ti~e 

depth diminishes the value of E depends more and more on ·the 

second term in. the relation or, in other words, on the velocity· 

head. 
whare. Hie slope. cha•'l~QS 

The point, -<:1£ inf1:aiatim:i. of the curvesYis seen to give the 

minimum value for the specific enerf;Y E • We therefore obtain 

it by differentiating E with respect to d and by putting the 

derivative equal to zero. This gives v • Vi!f. The values of 

d and v obtained by this process are called the critical depth 

and the critical velocity, respectively. They are defined there-

fore as the dep·th and velocity at which a certain discharge can 

f'low ·with the minimum amount of energy. 

The significance of critical velocity for hydraulic problems 

is augmented by the fact ·!:;hat it is approximately equal to the 

velocity of propagation of waves. Ii' we assume the wave height 

infinitely small,, the velocity of propagation becomes equal to 

c :: fgcf • This relation is arrived at by applying the principle 

of conservation of momentum. Ass1L'IJling again a constant discharge 

q per unit width the total momentum M vilill be 



.9... v 
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+ + 

If due to some disturbance the depth d is changed to D , the 

momentum v.rill be =~ gO + • 

4 

equal, we have a state of equilibriu.r.i and the assumed disturbance, 

11rhere we have the change from d to D , is stationary. We can 

express this condition also in the followini; way: the velocity 

of propagation of the disturbance has become equal to the velocity 

of flo11v of the fluid entering into the zone of disturbance. There-

fore and since q • d•v • V·D 

(2) 

We see that only for the relation ~ a I we obtain theoret-

ically a velocity of propagation v :: c :: ( gD which may also be 

called celerit;y. However, practically the m.un.erical value of 

differs from U...'1.i ty only for larg~ values of ~ • 

Therefore it is possible that for these cases a wave of large 

height as co:ntpared to the dep·bh ca:.'1 travel upst:rea:m even if the 

velocity of flow is equal to a v somewhat above the critical 

value ir • (id • 

The critical velocity of flow and the veloci "bJ of propagation 

of shallow depth water waves coincide only if the wave height can 

be neglected with regard to the depth. 

~-- P:i;:'?.12.~!..~~'.:..! of Flow at Supercritical Velocities. From the 

definitions given in the previous paragraph we can draw a number 
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of conclusions which are of' decisi-ve value for the problem in 

question. The most outstanding dif'ference between flows occurring 

above and below the critical stage is, that disturbances generally 

cannot be propagated upstream or, in other words, downs·trea,.'11 con

ditions cannot affect upstream. ones. The only exception to this 

rule are waves of large height for the reason discussed in the 

previous paragraph. Thus, for example, a pier or other obstruction 

in a stream flowing at superori ti cal veloc:U:;y cannot canse an in

crease in depth at any point at any appreciable distance upstream 

from the obstruction, unless it does so by causing the flow to 

pass out of the supercritical range. When this does occur, it is 

shown by the presence of a hydraulic jump. Howeyer, if the flow 

does remain completely in the field of supercritical velocit"IJ, the 

disturba...~ce is propagated in the direction of flow. This can be 

represented by a disturbance propa{o;ated in all directions from the 

obstruction with the wave velocity superimposed upon the velocit;y 

of flow. Since this latter velocity is always greater than the 

form.art there will be no resultant upstream. components. The limits 

of the disturbance will be a V with the apeJc at the obstruction, 

i.e. similar in appearance to the bow wave of a boat. The angle 

of. this v is equal to twice the wave angle. 

c. Bound~~is~~r~a::_~~· The significance of this bound

ary should be analyzed. Since it is the limit of the disturbance, 

it follows that no disturbances can be propagated upstream tru1 ough 

it, though they are~ of course, propaGated along it. Therefore it 

follows that, if the disturbance is caused by a chan,z;e of velocity 
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only the change in the corn.ponent perpendicular to the 'Wave front 

can produce a change of elevation. 'rhese unique properties of 

supercri·i:;ical .flow hold the key to the solution of many of' its 

problems, of which the flow around curves is one. 

PATHS OF 'WAVE FRONTS 

CURVED FLOW 

c=f9d ~ 2.6 

STRAIGHT FLOW 

Figure 2 

II. Lav.rs Pertaininp; to Supercritical Flow 
---: 

a. Derivation of Wave ~gle. We are now in a position to an-

alyze the interrelations which mus·!:; exist in the case of corabined 

flow of 11ro.ter and wave propagation. We know that a stone dropped 

into still water will cause a circular wave travelling from the 

point of disturbance with a radial celerity@. • It is easy to 
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imagine that a rectil:l.near flow superimposed on this cifcular wave 

will distort the circular pattern., since the part of the wave 

travelling upstrea:m will proceed with a resul"l:dnt; celeri"t'J of 

fga - v and the part directed downstree.m with the sum of the t-wo, 

@ + v If we accelerate the flow now to a point where f" id = v = c, 

we see that the most the disturbance can do is to send a wave out 

perpendicular to the direction of :Clow, while the celerity in the 

downstream direction has become c = 2 fid . If the velocity of :flow 

increases further, the disturbance will be propagated at an angle 

P., to the direction of flow, given by the relation !Jin.('.> = V 
• If the disturbance is a pennanent one and 

the flow conditions are constant, the angle {2> stays constant too$ 

and we obtain a straight wave front progressing from the source 

of di sturba.nce at an ai.'1gle p. with the direction of flow·, till it 

is interfered with. If a wave hits a wall, it is reflected and 

travels back under the same angle f-> • If Jcwo waves cross each 

other, they do not interfere, u11less the wa:l:;er flowing past a 

wave front has suffered a change in direction or velocity due to 

a finite wave-height, then the wave crossing into a region of a 

changed depth and velocity will proceed under a new angle deter-

mined from the new values "{ gd and v • 

In. the lower part of Fig. 2 is indicated a rectilinear flow 

in a straight chaTu"J.el of constant velocity and depth. If we 

cause e. small continuous disturba;."'1ce at the left entrance-section 

at opposite points of the walls., the wave fronts starting from 
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these points will form. the diamond pattern indicated in the pic

ture.. Such patterns have been observed and photographed many times. 

If nei~her the depth nor the velocity and its direction stay 

constant, but vary as the wave progresses, the pattern of the waves 

is distorted accordingly and,, in the case of a curved flow, asslun.es 

the f'or:m shown in the upper part of Fig. 2. 

b. The Influence of a Change in the Directio~-~· 

1. General Law. The wave lines in Fig. 2 represent 

only waves of infinitely small size. If we have finite values of 

wave height,, the flow passing under such a wave will undergo a 

change in velocity and depth in asreement with the law of con-

servation of momentum. In this case the change of momentum of the 

vmter passing the wave is therefore proportional to the change in 

depth. Further$ according to the derivation of the wave velocity, 

the direction of flow is perpendicular to the wave front, which 

means that also the acceleration tL."lder a v:a-ve must be perpendic

ular to the vvave front. If the direction of the flow is oblique 

to the direction of the vmve front, only the component vn of the 

velocity normal to the wave front can eni.~er into the problem, 

while the tancential component vt remains unchanged. Expressing 

these statements now in mathematical term.s, we have as a further 

fundamental equation of our problem 

( 3) f V-n. · 4 v"l't. - (' A cL 

2. Conditions :for Application to Flow in Curves. 'rhe 

previous discussion o:f the fundamental facts of supercritical 

flow and of the mechanics of pressure translation will be extended 

to the case of' flow· through curves., In the literature of Hydraulics 

so far, no attempt has been made to analyze the case of high veli:xtlity 
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or supercritical, flo'V'r in curves. Only the case of lower than 

critical velocities in curved channels and river bends has been 

attacked and solved for certain assmnptions satisfying within cer-

tain limits average natural conditions. The basic assur1ptions for 

the formula normally applied to curved flow are the following: 

(a) the velocity of f'low is constant throughout the cross-

section 

(b) the direction of the strea.i.lllines is parallel to the 1valls 

(c) the velocity of propagation of the disturbance is greater 

than the velocity of flow. 

For these assumptions we can arrive at a solution immediately 11 

since the only forces perpendicular to the flow in a curve a.re 

centrifugal force and counteracting it a static pressure force. 

Calling the difference of the depth at the outside and inside 

walls h 1 further assuming an average curvature of the strewn-

lines 1/R, we can write for a unit length of fluid the following 

equa·!:;ion of' equilibrium: wherein h is 

= r· ha 

(4) h = 

We see that according to the derivation not only the previously stated 

three assumptions have to hold, but also the superelevation h must 

be smal 1 as compared to the tota.1 depth d and b must be small 

against R • 

Returning now to the problem of' supercritical flow, we find 

that only the first of the assumptions made for the derivation of 
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the relation h, = ~,,~ can be maintained. We may with even better 

accuracy introduce v • v $ since the velocity distribution mean 

tends to become more a.~d more uni£orm with higher velocities. 

The second assumption, however, of all the water moving par-

allel to the walls cannot be :maintained any longer in the light of' 

the previous discussion on the significance of the critical ve-

locity a:nd wave velocity. 

In changing the direction of a flowing stream we have to 

accomplish a change of momentum. of the flowing vvater. This is 

done by a pressure force proportional to a function of ·bhe angle 

of turn, £' (9) • This force is built up along the outside bank 

of a stream, since the velocity vector there has a component direc-

ted toward the bank. The same happens a.long the inside ba.riJc with 

a :1egative sit_~ however, since the water has the tendency to flow 

away from the bemlt. This is identical with ·!;he statement that 

the beginning of a curve must be the beginning; of a ser:i.es of in-

fin.itesimal pressure disturbances near the two ·walls. Hemerr1bering 

that pressure changes ce.n only be tra.nsmit·ced to neighboring; sec-

tions with a velocity equal to the 1;1J'ave v-eloci ty, we can express 

the distinction between the cases of' curved flow above and below 

the crit:i.cal velocity and find a new method of attack for curved 

flovv at supe:rcri ti cal v·eloci ties. 

If the v-elocity of flow :i.s below and, as in most cases, far 

below ·bhe wave or critical velocH;y,, any pressure change or 

pressure gradient is comm.u:nicated upstream and therefore reaches 

all the stret:t.JDtubes of the cross-section. All the streamtubes 
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stay approximately parallel to the bank and continue in curved 

paths., The formul[1. derived above corresponds therefore to actual 

conditions and gives.$ perhaps with some refinements, the true 

value of h in this case. 

In the ce.se of velocities of flow higher th.an the cri tica.l 

we can state the problem. according to the foregoing discussion as 

follows: 

The pressure change along outer and inner vm.11 at the beginning 

of a curve cannot be communicated over the entire section at once. 

It reaches neighboring strea:rr~ubes only at points dovmstream, lying 

along the imaginary wave front.$ which forms an angle (3 with the 

direction of flow as discussed before. .Any particle in the stream 

will therefore keep its direction of flow until it passes under a 

wave front, where it becomes subject to ar1 acceleration normal to 

this wave front. The particles moving alon.e~ the centerline stay 

longest undisturbed. 

The acceleration force affecting a particle passing under a 

wave front can be negative or positive,,, the component, vn , norm.al 

to the wave :t'ront can be increased or decreased and accordingly 

the depth below the wave may be higher or lower. This depends only 

on the boundary conditions. It is evident that a vro.11 curving 

toward the center of the stream, and therefore obstructing the 

flow, will cause deceleration of the flow and incree.se of depth, 

while a wall curving avray from the stream_, allovtlng thereby an ex

pansion of the stream.I! will cause acceleration and decrease in 
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depth. Correspondingly we may call these wave lines along v<l1ich 

a constant impulse is transmitted from the boundaries, "compres-

sion" and 11 depression waves". A curved channel will give rise to 

both kinds; compression waves along the outer wall and depression 

waves e.long the inner wall. Both compression and depression waves 

cross the stream and ultimately reach the opposite walls. Since 

the compression waves give an acceleration toward the wave front 

a..n.d ca.use an increasing depth, successive waves must converge and 

the surface slope must become steeper. The depression vvaves have 

the opposite properties and therefore successive vmves diverse, 

and the su:d'ace slope becomes flatter. In the case of curved 

channels the two kinds of waves are started on opposite sides and 

therefore they both turn ·the streamlines in the same direction. 

This means that after they intersect the effect of the direction 

change of the streamlines is added up 8 while the influence on the 

depth by one wave is counteracted by that of the other. 

The practical application of this to our problem is the follow-

ing: The depth ;vill rise along the outer wall and decrea.se along 

the inner wall until the waves, which started due to the beginning 

of curvature at the respective opposite ~~lls, have completed cross-

ing the strewn. From this point of intersection of wave and wall,, 

the depth change must continue with a. reversed sign. 

According to this discussion and forraer statements we are now 

in a position to determine by mathematical approach the following 

• .i.. 
l. ... ems: 

(a) the shape of rise of the depth along the outer wall of 
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the curve (also the corresponding drop along inner wall) 

(b) the location of the beginning of the maximum depth 

range 

(c) the magnitude of ·i:;he maximum depth to be expected at 

the outer iNB.11 of a curve. 

1. Discussion of' Possible Assumptions. Before we enter 

into the mathematical derivations, we must gain a somewhat clearer 

conception of the r...ature and properties of the asstun.ptions on 1•rhioh 

these derivations are going to be based. Theore,cical fluid mech-

anics usually deals with frictionless ideal fluid and therefore tile 

next assumption is to neglect the i:ni'luence of friction. Neglec-

ting frictional i:ni'luences means to consider a tmif'orm initial ve-

locity over the entire cross-section. This e.ssumption holds in 

high velocity flow phenomena. better than in ordinar'IJ cases s since 

the velocity· gradient near the boundaries becomes very steep and 

the mean velocity approaches more and more the value of the maximum 

-velocity. This can be easily seen from the velocity distributions 

meazured e..nd presented in this report.. With frictionless flow 

assumed,, it follovrn that the energy must be constant,, i.e • 

.J v,, 
E = u..+:z.9-- is constant for every point in the curve. TMs assump-

tion impHcs that, for increasing depths d the velocity v must 

decrease and vice versa. In the case of flow· in curves t.li.erefore, 

the v-eloci ty becomes lower at the outer and higher near the inner 

wall. 

J:Iovreverll actual flow conditions vrith real flvids dictate the 
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reverse eff'ect: i.e., for the same surf'a.ce roug:b.ness and bed 

slope the velocity of' flow in a given section should increase 

with increasing depth and v:Lce versa, as rnay be se<m from Chezyt s 

simple equation of flo-w , (V = C 1'llls) 

Velocity measurements made in the course of the experiments 

all ~ndicate that these hvo opposing factors approxi."llatel~r cancel 

each other_. with the result tha'c the average velocj_ty re:mains 

constant in magnitude around the curve. Therefore, as e..i1 alternate 

to the condition of constant ener1.5y, it is logical instead to as

sume a constant velocity. Thus ·there are tvro possible sets of 

assumptions upon vd1ioh to base the derivation. 

(I) (a) Change in elevation due to change in component of 

velocity perpendicular to the ~~ve front 

(b) 

(c) 

(II) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Frictionless flow 

Energy constant 

Change in elevation due to change in component of 

velocity perpendictilslr to the wave front 

Flow with friction 

Magnitude of' velocity remeJ.ns constant although 

direction changes 

(2:_!_ Derivation on the Basis of Constant Energy (Set I) 

Figure 3 shows t;he geometrical relations existing beti.reen the 

velocities. Water floviring in the direction AB with a velocity 

v is forced into a new direction AB' due to the angular change 

in the direction of the wall. 
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Figure 3 

AC represents the wave front and vt and vn are the com

ponents of v 1 tangential and normal to AC. According to our 

former statement (see equation 3) 

V'"- AV..,_ 
= Ad.. 

~ 
1l!Jherein Vn : c 

and fron'. Fig. 3 we ·obtain 

(5) 
Stn. A<3 

= 
sin. (90°-p. +Ae) 

if vre assume the changes Ae and Ad. infinitesimal lW have the 

relations 

AVtt. - ~ d..d. 
v1'1. 

AVn - v d.8 
cos (3 

Putting Vn -. v-si:n.p.,, we obtain from the tt.vo above relations the 

following differential expression for the depth chenge. 

d.cL 

In this equation f-' is a function of Q and d and therefore 
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must be expressed by these "l:;erm.s,, in order that the equation may 

be integrated. Frofl the above Fig. 3 we find 

tan (3 v'"- c - = 
Vt Tvz- C..%. 

so that dd. v"L c 
= cte 8' fv:;,,-c.'L' 

Introducing the oondi tion that the total energy must stay consi.~ant, 

i.e .. 
v':l. canst. E. - cL + 2._g, = 

or 
I 

v - fis-C £ -ci.) 

we can transform the former expression into 

(6) a{E-cL) U 
1 :J.£ - .3cL I 

which is integrable since E = const. If d is neglected against 

E the approximate form given above is obtained. The integration 

of the approximate fonn results in 

(7) 

or 

d. 

e 
= (fJ;; ± (Eh~· e/'' 
- 11Z{(f - ff-) 

The exact integration gives 

(8) B + K -1~ _, 1f o/E. 
- t.:> · ta:n, 13 f 2- 3 d.;£ 

(Sa) wherein K - (3. ta.n _, 6{ <L;E , 
2. -.3 ~~ 

ta.n, _, r do/ s. 
2.. -..3 do/£ 

The latter relation for Q and d may be solved best by plot·ting 

Q 4"- k against d/E. K can be obtained from the same graph for 

Q = 0 e The limiting cases are: 

and 

[t)?tia~ = i 
(~)-min. - er 

for critical depth 
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~D_e_1."!.vation on the Basis of Constant Velocity. (Set II) 

Figure 4 

The figure is essentially the same as in case (I). The 

difference is that in agreement v.r.i th the stated assumption V = V' 

Vn - AV,,, V · si.n. { f-' - AS) 

(9) ~vn = v · (sin f-> - sin((b-Ae)) 

From (5) and (9) we obtain for a new equation for Acl: 

Jd.. = g2. si.n (3 (sin(b - si.n(P,- 4ej) 
A cl = ;:i, sin~~' - eosAe) si:n(3 -t- CO~·Sit't; A~ 

assu:ming again i1d. and A8 infinitesimal steps we obtain correspond-

ing to equation (6) 

d.cl = ; ~ sh1. f>·c.osfo · cLe 

J.cl ¥ ;'" - d,4 . fcf (10) -c:ie 

The integ;ra.tion gives e K -z+ -
. _, {a-d....., 

St 11. V"' 
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The boundary conditions are for e = c- , d - c:l0 a:n.d.. fo = foo 

therefore 

or since 

(11) 

(12) 

e 
2 

sin f.> 

e 
2, 

f> 

cL 

-

= 

= 

. -·1~ 
Sl11, fVL 

fo - (30 

.§. + 13,, 2, 

sin_, f 'Ad..o 
v ,q 

a 

v2. 
sin 2. (foo + ~) 

~ 

d. Derivation of Location and J_!~nitude of' First Maximum. 

1. Location of Eeginn.ing of :B'irst Maximum. Under o were 

derived formulae which will give the shape and magnitude of the depth 

change along the outer and inner walls. These formulae hold only 

as long as there is no influence from the opposite wall. We found 

before tha-1:; the point where the first wiwe from the inner wall 

reaches the outer is the location of the beginning of the zone of 

maximum. depth. For nor.me.J. conditions, that is for channels de-

signed so that the depth at the inner wall does not become zero, 

a close appro:cim.ation for the location of ·bhe point of maxi:mu:m. 

depth can be obtained by assuming that the vra.ve front starting from 

the beginning of the curve from. the inner vro.11 crosses the stream 

as a straight line to the point of intersection iri th the outer wall. 

The angle between the direction of flow and the 1mve front is, of 

course 8 The total central e.ngle Q 
0 

from the start A of 

the wave at the inner wall to the point of intersection B with 
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the outer wall can then be derived from. the geometrieal relidion-

ship given by Fig. 5. 

Figure 5 

(13) 

In the triangle AOB 

we know 

CIA R - bh 

OB = R + b;z. 

goo + {30 

Vie can therefore express 

the unknown g
0 

by these 

knovm quantities with the 

help of the law of sines. 

R - b;,,, 

R + 1'/z 

from which 

cos(~.+ eo) 
C:OS P,o 

2. Depth in. Zone of First Maximum.. The maximun1 depth 

at the outside vre.11 is now easily determined. Knovcing the aYerage 

depth d
0 

and the average velocity v0 at the entrance section 

of the flume the first step is to determine ·the ·wave angle p.,., 

sin ria 
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T his angle (3
0 

and the proposed curve dimensions R and b are 

then introduced into relation (13), thus obtaining the central 

ang~le 9 0 to the point of maximtm1 depth h 1 • 

h' may then be calculated with consideration of the initial 
( 

,','1'\ 

C,}') 

remarks e..nd statements ma.de under (e.) of this chapter from any 
( c ~) ~-~. 

of the equations derived under (a) by introducing the value of 

9 
0 

• It will be found that e.11 of the eque.tions yield sensibly 

the same result despite the discrepancy in the assumptions on 

which they are based,. This is easily explained When it is remem-

bered that these are all oases of high velocity flow. This is 

necessarily true for supercritical velocities, because for such 

velocities v'L is larg;e in co:mparison to d therefore even under 
2. !t ' 

the as sum.pt ion of constant energy changes in depth have little 

power to affect the velocity,. Thus the tvro assumptions are actuelly 

nearly equivalent. 
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C. EXPERD/fENTJlL S 'IUDY 

The experimental program 1Nas laid out originally with the 

idea of making model studies of high velocity flood channels of 

rectangular cross-section., However, s:i.nce the range of hydraulic 

conditions and of dimensions of the proposed prototypes was a 

very large, one, the investigations had to be confined to typical 

examples of such channels. The general layout of the experimental 

set-up is clearly seen from the picture opposite the front page. 

It consists mainly of a platform of 100 ft. length, which can be 

adjusted to any slope desired frorn. zero to l : lOo This platform 

supports the experimental flume. The technical dete.ils with 

illustrations are given in Appendix I of this paper. In order to 

make clear the signif'ica.nce of' the experimental results as presented 

mostly in graphical f'orm in the next paragraphs an outline of the 

procedure and of the extent of the experh1ents is given here. 

I. Experimental_Procedu!._~ 

The typical procedure followed in making an experimental run 

(1) The platform was adjusted to the approximate slope. 

(2) 'I'he flume sections were assembled, the curved portion 

under ·r.est being preceded by a straight run of 40 :E'eet in 

length. 

(3) The flume was then adjusted vrl th the help of an engineer's 

transit, until the centerline 111ras at the proper gradient over 

the entire length. The maximum deviation from the true grade 
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vms not permitted to exceed 5/1000 of a foot at any point of 

the 100 foot platform. SimulteJ:1eously w-ith this' all cross 

slope vm.s eliminated. 

(4) All the joints were made tight and smooth. 

(5) A certain flow \vas established and the movable tongue of 

the rectangular nozzle was adjusted, until the depth at the 

entrance of the flume corresponded toth:e equilibrium depth, 

as measured just above the curved test section. This was an 

added insurance that both the velocity and the velocity-dis

tribution were stabilized before the test section •w.s reached. 

(6) Water surface profiles were then measured at the various 

stations: which included four stations above the our~red sec

tion, 7 to 15 stations in the curved section depending upon 

its length, and about the same number in the straight section 

below the curve. This lower straig1rb section was from 20 - 30 

ft. long,:l.e. from 20 - 30 times the channel width. 

The above profile readings together with the lmown quani;i ty 

of flow and channel slope comprised the necessary data. 

(7) The above 111as repeated for various rates of floiv. 

(8) In addition to the above measuren1entsJ velooit-y distri

butions were taken during the maximun discharge run. 

II. Schedule of Tests 

Series of' runs si1nilar to that outHned above were made for 

the combinations listed in tabular form on the following page. 
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Schedule of Tests 

Radius of 
Slope Curvature Central .Angle 

lo;,1a 40' 22.5° and 45° 

20' 45° 

10' 45° 

3-1/2% 40' 22.~0 

20' 45° 

10 1 45° 

1-1/2% 40' 22.5° 

20' 45° 

10' 45° 

Table I is a brief summary of the experimental runs perforrned 

in accordance with the above schedule together with a subsequent 

series in w'.aich compound onrves were used. The latter series be-

gins ·with Run 78 and extends to the end of the table, 



TABLE I. 

Run No. Slope Radius Discharge Average Average Roughness 
Depth Velo City 

s R Q. d v n 
fe~t 0 feet a. r. s. feet 

l .0995 20 1.02 .096 10.62 .0082 
2 1.515 .124 12.33 .0082 
3 l.988 .150 13.38 .0083 
4 1.844 .138 13.3'7 .0080 
5 1.475 .118 12.51 .0078 
6 .960 .091 10.55 .0081 
7 .480 .055 8.68 .0073 
8 1;295 .103 12.54 .0073 
9 .705 .070 10.07 .0073 

11 10 1.380 .111 12.95 .0076 
12 2.048 .14'7 14.03 .0078 
13 2.037 .144 14.16 .0077 
14 1.690 .124 13.68 .0074 
15 1.015 .091 11.25 .0078 
16 .538 .061 8.86 .0077 
17 .338 .048 7.12 .0082 
18a .399 .0825 10.23 .00?8 * 
l8a .391 .180 lO.D5 .0078 " 
18b .250 .062 8.07 .0081 -" 
18b .242 .059 8.28 .0081 * 
18c 1.010 .152 13.?0 .0083 * 
18c .950 .145 13.20 .0083 * 
l9e 40 1.985 .146 13:.58 .0081 

20 1.725 .134 12.85 .0082 
21 1.383 .111 12.49 .0076 
22 1.000 .089 11.22 .0077 
23 .'755 .076 9.92 .0077 
24 .755 .078 9.62 .0080 
25 1.723 .136 12.67 .0083 
26 l.983 .146 13.62 .0081 
28 .0345 l.Q73 .200 9.92 .0076 
29 1.503 ~ae4 9.18 .0075 

30 .950 .123 7.76 .0076 
30a 20 1.584 .ll80 B.86 .0078 
32 l.976 .202 9.78 .0078 
33 1.015 .128 7.94 .0077 
34 .755 .105 7.20 .OO?? 

I 

I 
35 10.25 .517 .138 7.54 

L 
• 008~) ~. i 

35 9.75 .508 .136 7.54 .0083 ~ J 
36 10.25 .990 ..... 1.-~~~l 9.45 .•QQ§_O_~. 

----··~-----~--------- --

l'Yote: Tl1tJ v·idth of the flu~ue is b "" 1 :rt. Runs marked * are for 
the 'Cs.se of the curved section divitled into 2 channels of 
b "" . 5 ft. 

24 
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TABLE I ( Cont • ) 

Run ;,To. Slope Radius Discharge Average Average Roughness 
Depth Velocity 

:'~ R Q d v n .< 

feet c. f. s. 0 fee~ feet 

36 9.75 .995 .212 9.45 .0080* 
37 10.25 .74o .105 8.98 • 0076 ¥ 

37 9.75 .732 .163 8.98 • 0076* 
38 10 .767 .109 '7.04 .0079 
39 l.980 .212 9.36 .0083 

41 1.17'7 .140 8.40 .0074 
42 1.500 .169 8.88 .0078 
43 1.140 .140 8.17 .0077 
44 1.38 .156 8.82 .0076 
45 l.G85 I .184 9.18 .0079 
46 1.975 .208 9.48 .0081 
47 1.985 • ~,:07 9.56 .0080 
48 .~155 1.440 '.218 6.60 .0081 
49 10 .990 .166 5.93 .0079 
49 20 .990 

50 10 1.21 .196 6.12 .0082 
50 20 1.21 
51 10 1.685 .243 6.94 .ooso 
51 20 1.685 
52a lO 2.35 .304 7.73 .0080 
52a 20 2.35 
52 .0145 10 2.32 .302 7.68 .oooo 
52 20 2.32 
53 10 .500 .107 4.67 .0079 
54 10 2.29 .302 7.58 .0081 

55 10 2.145 .284 7.55 .0079 
56 10 .74 .137 5.40 .0078 
57a 20 2.295 .299 7.58 .0079 
57 20 2.305 .298 7.73 .0078 
57 10 2.305 
58 20 2.305 .299 7.71 .0078 
58 10 2.305 
59 20 1.588 .227 '7 .oo .0077 
59 10 1.586 

60 20 .so .146 5.49 .0079 
60 10 .so 
61 20 1.264 .197 6.42 .0078 
61 10 1.254 
62 20 l.995 • 273 ?.30 .0080 
63 20 2.31 .307 7.50 .0082 
63 io 2.31 
64 20 .so .146 5.48 .r,079 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 

Run :no. Slope Radius Discharge Avera;:i;e Averar;e Roughness 
Depth Velocity 

s R Q d 0 Vo n 
feet c. f. s~c. fee'.:, ft. /sec 

65 . 01!+5 20 1.650 ·.240 6,80 .0081 
66 4o 1. 91-1- ,260 ·r.1v; ·.007S 
67 1'. )55 .196 6.92 .007~ 
68 o·. 725 .1111 5.1) .oo._c3;, 

. 69 1.115 .189 r, ()() 
.._, llO ,/·-..,, • 0081+ 

70 l·.68 -.21w 7.00 ·.0079 
71 2.,42 .;12 l. 7:, '. OOf\O 
72 2.22 ,)01 7·. ~:7 ·• 00(~2 
75 2,01 ·. 235 7.05 • co:V+ 
74 l'.687 .250 6·. 75 .0085 
75 l',)l .202 6.49 ·. 0079 
76 l', 00 ·.172 5.El2 .00.~1 

77 o·. 75 • llJ.4 5'.21 .0083 
7:-_, • o;:.Irs l+o ( 7. 50) l',50 ·.1 T5 8'.68 . 00:32 
79 +10(25°) 1.00 . l;;.1 7.65 .0080 

80 2._40 ·. 259 10,04 .0081 
Sl 1.975 .202 9. 70 .0078 
82 O·. 50 "081+ 5.95 ,0051 
85 10(25°) LOO .1;2 7.5P ,0081 
84- +40(7.5°) 2'.41 .237 10', 16 .0081 
85 20( 15°) 1. 50 , 172 8. 72 • C:Q,30 
86 +10(20°) 2,11 ',220 9·,60 ,OC).'.32 
B7 2'.4 ._243 9'.88 .008; 
8'3 l'.00 . ·.1)5 7.42 .0005 
89 1.975' .204 9.68 .0079 

90 20(1:) 0 ) l'.97 ·.210 9·,58 ,0Co2 
91 +10(25°) 2-.1~0 ·.240 10·.oo .0082 
92 l'. 5 "176 8-.5) .008) 
C)'' , ,I 1.02 .135 7.54 ,00<?2 

-



I I I e Gra.,.:e_hi cal _Re.s~l ts 

The graphical results are presented in four series of <lia-

gra:m.s as follows ~ 

(a) Water Surface Contour Maps. Figures 6, 7, and 8 all 

present the v.-ater surface contours in and below the ·test 

curves for the various radii and gradients employed. It 
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should be noticed that all of the diagrruns are for high re.tea 

of flow. In order to more clearly present the inf'ormations Zthe 

relative width of the channel has been distorted six to one, 

i.e. it has been increased to six times norm.al width. Special 

notice should be paid to location and the even spacin3 of 

the :rri..axi:ma. 
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(b) Water Surface Profiles Alone; Charmel Walls. Figures 

9 J 10, and 11 show the water surface profiles alonr; the outer 

and inner walls for the same runs whose contours a.re seen in 

Figures 6$ 7, and 8. It will be found easier to observe the 

relative depths from these profiles than f:rom the contours .. 

Att:ention is called to the rela.tive heigh·cs of the maxim.a in 

i;he dovmstream straight sec·cions in comparison to those in the 

curves. Figures 12 and 13 are photographs of some of the typical 

runs. Inspection of the pictures of figure 14 iNill show the appear

ance of two maxima in the curved portion of the channel. These are 

both in the 20 ft. radius curve •TI.th a gradient of 3-1/2%. 
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(c) Water Sur.face Profiles Along Out.er Channel Walls 

Figures 15, 16 and 17 are also diagre.ms of the water surface 

profiles. In these, however,, only the 1)rofiles along the 

outer vV'dll are shovm. Each dia,~;ram consists of all the rlills 

taken with a given test section at one gradient. Each set 

covers a wide range of discharges. The most striking point 

brought out by this presentation is that the locations of the 

ma."'Cima in one given channel setting vary very little with 

change in the :rate of flow. However, a gradient change also 

changes the location of the maxima$ w"hich moYe dovmstrea..m as 

the gradient and the velocity are increased. It ·will also 

be noticed that, for the same gradient, the points of maxima 

move downstream slightly as the radius of curvature increases. 
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(d) Cross-Sections of Flow anct Velocity Distributions. 

Figures 18 to 23 inclusive show cross-sections at the different 

m.ea.surin1:; stations for the maximum. discharge runs whose other 

characterj sties have been sho11v.n in figures 6 to 11. The ver

tical scale i.s distorted two to or:.e. The contour lines show 

the velocity distributions in the sections measured. Two 

thin2:s shoPld be noticed; f:irst that the velocity distribution 

at the entrance to the curve is very symmetrical and unifonn; 

and second, that very little change in the averaf:;e velocity 

can be observed in -the sections taken through points of m.a.x

im.um depth in the curve or in the downstream straight section. 

This is further shovr.i by the fact that the plf~nimeterecl cross-

seci;ion sho1Ns a constarrt: r;.1,:rea a~.: all si.K.:'"l.tions :rrorn. t:i1e entrance 

Figure 21 shows a group of' profiles ta.ken from a special 

set of runs. A partition ·wall was placed in the center of 

21 a"l'.ld 25 slwv.r pl-1otot;raphs of the mtme set-up. These runs 

should be considered mF.J..inly qualitative,, since the sec-up 

·wees nol; complete enough to secure uLiform concl:i.·'cions t'l.t 

entrew.'1.ce to and in the test section. 
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TA."BLE 2. 

Run Station Slope I Central ~ed Constant Constant 
No. Radius Angle Depth Energy Velocity 

Discbar~e E> d d(equ.'7) d(equ.S) d(equ. l.Z) 
radians feet fee>t feet feet 

3 39.82 .0995 0 .150 .150 .150 .150 
40.82 20' .05 .205 .201 .203 .198 
41.82 1.988 .10 • 25~S .257 .258 .252 
42.82 .15 .310 .321 .318 .313 
43.65 .191 .349 ~ ~ ~ 
43.82 .20 .363 
44.82 .25 .419 
45.82 .30 ~ 

11 39.82 .0995 0 .11~ .111 .111 .111 
40.67 10 1 .085 0190 .183 .183 .176 
41.67 1.380 .185 .288 .293 .289 .278 
42.67 .285 .392 .429 .417 .399 
42.96 .314 .411 .470 .458 .445 . 43.67 .385 .485 
44.67 .485 .528 

15 39.82 .0995 0 .091 .091 .091 .091 
40.67 101 .085 .143 .149 .148 .148 
41.67 1.015 .185 .231 .236 .233 .23;:s 
42.67 .285 .321 .346 .337 .334 
42.93 .311 .350 ~ .372 ~ 
43.67 .385 .407 
44.67 .485 .412 

26 39.82 .0995 0 .146 .146 .146 .146 
40.82 40 1 .025 .170 .171 .171 c .170 
41.82 l.983 .050 .185 .196 .198 .195 
42.82 .075 .216 .223 .223 .222 
43.82 .100 .267 .254 .253 .252 
44.10 .107 .274 .d§g .263 .260 

I 44.82 .125 .:1.§.Q 

28 39.82 .0345 0 .200 .200 .200 .200 
40.82 40 1 .025 .207 .221 .218 .219 
41.82 l.973 .050 .227 .244 .240 .240 
42.82 .075 .257 .266 .263 .261 
43.18 .084 .268 ~ .272 .270 
43.82 .100 .280 
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TABLE 2 (cont.) 

Run Station Slope l Central Measured Constant Constant 
No. Ra.di us lulgle Depth Energy Velocity 

Discharge e d d(equ.7) d(equ.S) d(equ.12) 
radians feet feet feet feet 

29 39.82 .0345 0 .164 .164 .164 .164 
40.82 40' .025 .173 .182 .177 .179 
41.82 1.50 .050 .189 .201 .199 .196 
42.82 .075 .215 .221 .218 .213 
43.28 .086 .225 .229 ~ .223 
43.82 .100 ~ 

32 39.82 .0345 0 .202 .202 .202 .202 
40.82 20' .05 .226 .245 .244 .241 
41.82 lo976 .10 .285 .293 .290 .284 
42.74 .146 .320 ~ .335 .325 
42.82 .15 .323 
43.82 .20 .329 

39 39.82 .0345 0 .212 .212 .212 .212 
40.67 10 1 .085 .277 .290 .286 .278 
41.67 l.980 .185 .365 .392 .382 . 366 
42.15 .233 .393 .444 .:.ill ..:.fil 
42.67 .285 .426 
43.67 .385 .429 

55 39.82 .0145 0 .284 .284 .284 .284 
40.82 101 .10 .351 .372 .366 .353 
41.63 2.145 .181 .388 .:..1§.Q .443 .410 
41.82 .200 .394 
42.37 .255 .415 

62 39.82 .0145 0 .273 .273 .273 .273 
40.82 20 1 .05 .301 .313 .310 .304 
41.79 1.995 .098 .314 .355 .d12 .337 
41.82 .100 .318 

\ 42.82 .150 ~ 
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vdll be seen that the measured and the calculated values of 

depth are in very e;ood agreement. The three equations give very 

similar results. Hmvever equation 12 (constant velocity) appears 

to give values consistently closer to the observed points than do 

equations 7 and 8. Equations 7 and 8 differ hardly at all from 

each other 'vithin the range of practical applications. On the basis 

of simplicity and of closeness of agreement equation 12 is to be 

reco!!l:r'lendecl. 

All three equations are applicable also to the profile along 

the inside wa.11 and in this case give the fall. For example, 

when used f'or the inside wall profile equation 12 becomes 

(12a) cl = v.i . a( e) T sin f-'., - a 

9 has the negative sign lbiemrnse the wall i.s turning a:way from 

the flow. 

Table 3 presents a. comparison of the values of the maxima 

calculated from the same three equations and the e:A.-perimental 

values. All of' the runs :made with simple curves are presented 

in this table. It will be noted that in several cases there are 

two sets of readings given for a single run number. In evel"'J case 

the second set refers to conditions in the return curve. Although 

at the time this second curve was not considered as a part of the 

test section it will be seen that the agreement between the analyt-

ical and experimental values is ve!"'IJ good. 
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TABLE 3. 

Run Depth Central Measured For Constant Energy Constant 
Angle Velocity 

do e h' h'(equ.7) h'(equ.8) h'(equ.18) 
feet 0 feet feet feet feet 

l .096 11°o4' .281 .246 .243 .237 
2 .123 11°20' .377 .328 .323 .313 
3 .150 10°58' .445 .379 .374 .364 
4 .137 11°23' .427 .366 .367 .360 
5 .118 11°29' .351 .326 .320 .313 
6 .091 11°05' .257 .237 .234 .228 
7 .055 11°34' •145 .156 .. 155 .151 
8 .103 11°45' .325 .300 .303 .294 
9 .070 11°43' .200 .202 .197 .196 

11 .111 la°02 1 .528 .470 .458 .445 
12 .147 17°42' .746 .612 .594 .569 
13 .144 17°49 1 .764 .601 .585 .575 
14 .124 18°16' .638 .557 .545 .525 
15 .091 17° 49' .412 .380 .372 .363 
16 .061 17°38' .242 .243 .237 .231 
17 .048 17°03' .176 .169 .155 .145 
18a .0813 11°02' .207 .214 .211 .207 
18a .0795 11°17' .232 .212 .211 .206 
18b .062 10°31' .134 .146 .145 .141 
18b .059 11°00' .151 .149 .146 .146 
18c .152 10°38' .389 .349 .367 .359 
l8c .145 11°02 1 .450 .333 .365 .358 
19c .14o 6°06' .296 .267 .261 .259 

20 .134 6°-35' .260 .249 .24? .242 
21 .111 6°31' .230 .212 .215 .207 
22 .089 6°19' .188 .167 .168 .165 
23 .076 6°19' .155 .140 .140 .138 
24 .078 6°2$' .151 .141 .141 .138 
25 -.136 0°23' .244 .247 .244 .241 
26 .146 6°08' .280 .263 .262 .260 
28 .200 4047' .280 .275 .272 .270 
29 .164 4°57' .233 .2?9 .227 .223 

30 .123 4°43 1 .170 .168 .168 .165 
30a .180 8°18' .274 .295 .293 .283 
32 .202 8°22 1 .329 .340 .335 .325 
33 .128 8°32 1 .206 .219 .216 .209 
34 .105 8°40' .165 .183 .177 .173 
35 .138 7°31' .191 .218 .213 .218 
35 .136 8°04' .234 .n9 .217 .210 
36 .211 7°47 1 .317 .337 .332 .321 
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TABLE 3 (cont.) 

Run Depth Central f11easured For Constant Energy Cons ta.nt 
Angle Velocity 

do eo h' h'(equ.7) h' (equ.8) h'(equ.lZ) 
feet feet feet feet feet 

36 .212 tf 081 .354 .343 .339 .329 
37 .166 cfl 161 .267 .279 .283 .272 
37 .163 &40t .290 .281 .'.:;76 .270 
38 .109 13° 52t .226 .241 .233~ • :;22 
39 .212 1~25' .429 .444 .443 .1±15 

41 .140 14°18' .318 .326 .316 .Z>Ol 
42 .169 13° 56'' .383 .377 .367 .350 
40 .140 14° 00' • ~~96 .313 .308 .293 
44 .156 14° 2 ' .345 .379 .353 .336 
45 .184 13° 49' .396 .406 .408 • 377 
46 .208 13° 39' .454 .447 ~440 .409 
47 .207 13°421 .462 .449 '.441 .416 
48 .218 10°24' .324 .348 .340 .319 
49 .166 10°32' .255 .267 .262 .244 
49 .loo f:PO? I .210 .222 ,2l9 • ~',12 

50 .196 10°13' .296 .307 .301 .279 
50 .196 5°41' .253 .255 .252 .:AO 
51 .243 '10° 25' .369 .385 .378 .352 
51 .243 5°46' .339 .319 .314 .302 
52a .304 10°18' .440 .481 .469 .438 
52a .304 5°46' .449 .398 .394 .':__)77 
52 .302 10°24' .447 .478 .466 .437 
52 .302 5°45 1 .432 .394 .389 .3'75 
53 .107 10°2'7' .155 .171 .l '70 .156 
54 .302 10°11' .451 .480 .4'71 .431 

55 .284 10°22' .415 .450 .443 .410 
56 .137 10°35' .214 • ;~21 .217 .202 
57a .299 5°45' .385 I .391 .386 .373 
57 .298 5°45' .360 .391 .387 .3'72 
57 .298 10°28' .444 • .i73 .465 .433 
58 .299 5°46' .357 .391 .386 .371 
58 .299 10°26' .437 .473 .464 .433 
59 .227 6°08' .266 .302 .299 .289 
59 .227 9°50' .329 .356 .347 .327 

60 .146 6°05' .186 .193 .192 .185 
60 .146 10°28' .214 .234 .229 .214 
Gl .197 6°03' .23? .260 .260 .249 
61 .197 10°34' .272 .317 .311 • ;~gg 

62 .2?3 5°38' .331 .355 .349 .33? 
63 .307 5°31' .373 .393 .390 .374 
63 .307 9°59' .4,83 .470 .464 .432 
64 .146 5°58' .183 .192 .19;2 .183 

-
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TABLE 3 (cont.) 

Run Depth Central ~asured For Constant Energy Constant 
A.ngJ,.e Velocity 

do e h' h'(equ.'7) h'(equ.S) h' ( equ.lA) 
feet 

0 feet feet feet feet 

65 .240 5°48' .287 .312 .312 .296 
66 .260 2°48' .290 .298 .297 .~93 

67 .196 3°21' .231 .2t0 .231 .226 
68 .141 2°59' .154 .162 .161 .157 
69 .189 ~036' .208 .213 .210 .209 

70 .240 3°03
9 .272 .278 .276 .269 

71 .312 2°59' .351 .360 .356 .350 
72 .301 2°59' .381 .345 .343 .337 
73 .285 3°21' .320 .318 .318 .316 
74 .250 2°48' .:::88 .286 .?.83 .277 
75 .202 3°06' .234 .235 .235 .:228 
76 .172 2044 f .199 .196 .195 .191 
77 .144 2°59' .171 .166 .165 .161 
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lUJ. inspection of the table shows that only in the cases of 

extremely high superelevation is there a bad aE_;reer:1ent between the 

observed and calculated values. F'ig,'Ure 12 sh.ows the appearance 

of ·this class, where perhaps 50/~ of the channel floor is exposed 

in the curve. Such oases would be avoided in design because of 

the exqessive wall height demanded. Their occurrence is to be ex

pected when the calculated height is more than three times the 

average depth at entrance. The reason for this discrepancy between 

calculation e.nd observation is found in the determination of 9 0 • 

The simplified formula proposed for finding the point of first max-

immm assur'.l.es that the interfering W'ave travels on a stree..m of con

stant depth v.r:ith parallel flow. In the normal case the deviations 

in depth are roughly compensated b~r a simultaneous change of angle 

of flow. This compensation is not satisfactory for extremely high 

deviations in depth from that of the entering value. In such cases 

the change in the e.ngle of flow has the predominatinr; influence 

vdth the resul·t that the point of maximum depth is shifted cfown-

stream. If Q is corrected for this shif't then the maximum 
0 

calculated depth will agree with the observations. Since the prac-

tical value of such cases is very small it has been felt unwise to 

introduce the adcli tional complications required for this correction. 

The above discussion also explains the fact that in Table 2 

the calculated collunns do not always extend dovm to the point of the 

observed maximum. 

It is pertinent at th:ts point to add a rough calculation to 

5 hov• that for cases of s:mall curvature the maximum. outside depth in. 
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the beginn:5.ng of a curve ca._'11. be related to the old formula for 

superelevat:ton h = in the follovring way: 

According to 

the maximtL'Tl outside depth 

would be cl + vi.b = h' 
o 2.R~ 

for velocities lower than 

the critical. By the fol-

lowing a:pproximation it can 

be shmvn that for supereri t-

ieal flow the change of depth 

from d
0 

to ~ should 

be twice that for lower than 

Figure 27 critical flow~ 

I V2.Q cL h - cl = z Ll 
o .ZR~ -

Assuming e. ~~ cunrat_:;x:_:::, so that AA. 1 becomes negligible, 

.z 
Lld - Y. tan. (3 . e 9- 0 

s:ince e = !.. 
R 

fan {30 = b 
T 

A cL v'- e h = 
v2-b 

= ~· R .l R~ 

This shows ·t;ha:t for supercritical velocities the increase in depth 

is twice that for sul)critical ones, if we consider only very small 

curvatures. 

III. The General Pattern of Dis~u~~~ces ~et Up by Curves 

The ·wave pattern set up by the curves when the :f.'101v is in 

the field of supercritical velocity is very definite and striking. 
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Figure 28 shows the vvave crest diagrams for all of the runs in the 

original schedule. 

WAVE CREST DIAGRAM5 

CURVES OF 10 FT RADIUS, 45• 

Figure 28 

20FT 
40 FT. 

(a_) Constancy of Pattern for Given Channel 
-'-"-'-~~~~~""--~~~~~~--~~~~~~-----

45° 

22.5° 

One of the first points to be observed in this series of 

I 
I 
I 

09951 
I 

0.345j 
I 

.01551 

d:i.agre.r•1s is the rern.a:rlrnble similarity of pattern for the different 

runs in a given curve$ channel, and gradient. This is the con-

d:i.tion represented by the individual diagrams.. The reason for 

this agreement is simple. T'ne channel velocity varies roughly 

1!1rith the square root of the mean depth. The wave velocity also 

varies with the square root of the depth. Therefore the v.la.ve 

angle, being the ratio of the two$ remains a conste.nt. The reason 
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that this is not exactly adhered to in the experimental results 

is because neither the char..nel velocity nor the 1'18:ve velocity are 

affected by the'average depth alone. The channel velocity is mod-

ified by the width-depth ratio, while the wave velod.:by is modified 

by the rise itself'. One useful conclusion that co;r,es out of this 

similarity is that the points of maxirn.a. 1 both in the curve and in 

the downstrerun tangent, will remain at the same location independent 

of the rate of dis charge for all cases above a small rate of flow. 

(b} Spacing of :Maxi:ma 

The next point of interest is the spacinG of the successive 

maxima. Considering a single diagrexn it is seen tba t the spacing 

is quite uniform. Comparing cha.'1nels of the same cradient but 

with curved sections of different radius, it is observed that the 

spacing in the dovmstream tangent is not affected by the change 

in curvature. For small disturbances this spacing can be calculated 

by taking 2 times L-a..~ {3o , vmere [50 is . the wave angle calculated 

from the initial depth and velocity above the curve. The spacings 

have been calculated on this basis and compared to the experirr_ental 

ones. It was found that ~ ta~(30gives a good averace value, within 

:t 10/o. Since, however, the data are not suffic:iently complete to 

allow a definite statement the table giving the calculated a_71d the 

experimental spacinf;s vms not included here. 

(c) Humber of Maxima in Curve 

It follows from ·the a1)oYe that maxima will be spaced in the 

curve in somewhat the sa.:me marmer as in the dovmstream tangent. 

However -!:;he distances of 1~ravel are modified by the curvature. In 

the curve,. as 11ms seen before, the angJ.e G0 is the equivalent of 
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t > D t b a' • YI ll 0 ont '1VIax~_·ffi" are to be e•r:Jected ne .1.ac or h:.i:i-r.f3o an is more co-.ve 1,., • -" ""' ""' -"-.t. 

at Q
0

, 39
0

, 59
0

, etc. If the central angle of the curve is less 

than g ~ the full maximum depth will noi; be attained. In this 
0 

case the central angle its elf is used to determine the maximum depth. 

It can be stated also that the angle 9 
0 

due to the method of its 

calculation represents a minimum ans-ular distance to the point of 

maximum depth. This is shown clearly on Table 2, where the points 

of the measured :maximmn depths are seen to lie downstream from the 

calcula:bed positions. 

(d) Relative Height of Maxima in povmstream Tangent 

Some general conclusions are possible concerning the relative 

depths of the disturbance in the streJ.ght channel below the curve. 

The magnitude of thl.s dovmstream disturbance depends upon the angle 

at which the last WA.v·e crest from the curved portion enters the 

straig~ht section. The less this angle, the less 111.rill be all of 

the downstrea:m maxima. 'fhe min.btum of this angle is 0 and the 

maximum is the tr~te value of f.' at the last maxim.um in the curv-e. 

Thus it is seen that a fortuitous choice of central aw;le might 

result in a very small dovmstream disturbance. Such cases s.re 

seen for the 20 and 40 foot curves with 3-J/2% gradient as shown 

in Figures 9 and 10. On the other hand an unfortunate central 

angle can project the wave crest into the straight section with 

the full angle. In such cases the disturbance is of the srune 

approximate magnitude as the le.st one in the curve. An exa.inple 

of this is shovm in B'ig;ure 11, for the 10 and 20 foot radii on 

1-1/2;~ s1op0. These considerations can also be ezpressed in the 
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E. GENEfLJl_L DISCUSSION AND FIN.Ai COlWLU~ 

A study of the wave patterns and surface configurations 

obte.ined in the eJ:pedmental imrestieation sug[':ested possible 

methods of inf'luencin.g either o:neby a change of tb.e bom1dary 

cond:U::ions. It should be possible to reduce the maximum depth 

and to minimize the dow:nstream dist-urbance by a suitable choice 

of the vvall curvatures. An empirical attempt in this direction 

vvas made by the construction of compound curves. The purpose was 

to cut dovm the ma.."'{i:mum disturbance by ini~roducing the sharp cur-

vature after the fj rst maxim::-11'.'1 had started to subside. Some sue-

cess in this direction, so far as the maximum in the curve vro.s 

concerned, was achieved, as :may be seen frorn the Figures 31 and 32. 

These Figures represent surface profiles along the channel vmlls 

and may be given here vri thout much further discussion. They indi-

cate hovrever that there a.re interesting possibilities especj_all:y· 

if the most suitable 1/llall curvatures could be deterI11ined by a 

graphical step by step procedure. 

A co~se of relative inportance for practical design is that of 

a number of curves :i.n succession. It co.n be seen from the graphs 

that the disturbances caused in the do-wnstrea:m tangents do not die 

out very r:;;,pid1y. All the cases investit~ated experimentally and 

also the anal:y-tical discussion are based on the i:tssumption that the 

flow enteri:ni:; the curved section is of unif'orm depth and with pareJ:. 

lel streamlines. It is conceivable that "With curves f'ol1owin~; each 

other in relatively short distances the disturbances may add up to 

a value much higher than that for the individual curve. This cou1d 
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be properly tenned a case of resonance. Cases of dampinc; a.re 

just as probable however. 

A final answer to these involved problems with the present 

state of kncwledge could only be given by a model study. 

Another question can be answered more definitely. From 

the der5:vations of the analytical expressions it is seen the.t 
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the density does not appear. It follows that entrained air or 

debris in suspension do not affect the w.lidity of the derived 

equations. They enter only insofar as they influence the conditions 

of flow, i.e. the relations between depth and v-elocity" 

It is believed that with this analytical and e:t..-perimental 

study the understand.Ing of high velocity flovir phenomena has hen 

furthered a great c1-eal and that ·bhe way to satisfactory solutions 

of the numerous problems facil'Jg the engineer in th..i .. s field has 

been opened. 
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.APPETJDIX I 

The Experi;nente.l :3et-J"p for .Studi·ss of IIic;h Velooi t:; Flovr. The _ ....... _ .... , .. ,,._,.. .. _._..::;;__ ........... _."' __ ...,.., ____ ~""-~'" ~ .. ..,;; _____ ... ,,. __ ....._ _ _.._ ............... --------··---do--.._ .... . 

PLAN 

DIAGRAM OF CIRCULATION SYSTEM 

Gorresportding to the anal~yisis of co~1di tior1s a:nd ·110.riables 

-to be :represented the experimente.1 set~·up 'Nas designed and con-

strv~cted as sl1ovm sch.e1:1at:ice~lly in Fi;;ure 330 

The detailed dimensions of the set-up are given in the 

added plan, Figure 34. 

A closed cd.rcuit is provided for ·bhe flow. The water is 

drmv-.a. from a storage-reservoir of about H:OO cu* ft. capacity and 

is lifted by a ce~1trifu.g;a.l 111..1.:::n.p to the constant head tank of 6 ft. 
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APPENDIX II 

Field' Observations on l?:~:t:?:vt Velocity Flovr in Curves of Hect1:1~~ 

Cross-Section. 

Fortunately it vms possible during thj_s investigation to secure 

quite a number of field data on various cases of flow in curveC. 

sections of actual flood channel::i. All these observa:tions leave , 

no doubt as to the fundamental correciztess of the principles and 

conceptions presented in the main part of the thesis. The plotted 

profiles.)) of.' which the best examples are presented on ·che accompan-

ying dra:w:tng, shovv exactly the same characteristics as they are 

seen in Fig,11:t'es 9 - 11 of this report, representing cases of the 

experimental cham1el. '.1'.he quantitative evaluation of the field 

observations m.eets with some difficulties, since average depth and 

s.verac;e velocibJ cannot be determ.5.ned so easily and flow conditions 

do no·b s<:;ay constant during the process of 'caki1;1.c; data. 

Observations of high water marks of' Jan. l~ 193<.l: in a curve 

of' Verdugo Wash below upper Canad.a bridge were taken by Distr:i.c·!:; 

engineers in AUf.£USt 1935 and presented on dravnnc; no. 10 - ML - 18. 

Da:t;a i'or this case are: 

b = 43 feet R = 600 feet 

s = .028 

of curve) 

The avera.z;e depth was interpolated as approximately d
0 

.. 3.7 ft. 

Then v 0 n 38.1 ft. per sec. 

The maximu.m depth h' a·f:; the outer wall vro.s determined as h' = 5.8 ft. 

at g = 120 • The me•chod of' calulation presented in the report 
0 
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yields the folloi.ving results: (as determined by equation 12) 

(Note that both the calculated and observed values of h' refer to 

the mean base line of the cha...rmel bottom.) 

This agreemerrb is closer than vvould have been predicted from 

the degree of accuracy of the field data. 

Some observations on water surface profiles were made along 

·bhe walls of the lovrer Sycamore storm drain below La Boice Street 

during the storm. of' February 12 1 1935 j by members of the Hydraulic 

Hesearch Staff of the Los .• ~ngeles County Flood Con-brol District. 

Height gauges had been painted all a.long the walls. about 15 feet 

apart~ which were successively read. These stations extend through 

two curves of 92 foot radius and 67°13' central angle and of 212 

foot radius and 22°27' central angle. A nu.mber of profiles were 

read, but the depths of flow reached during that sbrm vrere so low 

·that they cl.o not warrant a close analysis. The profiles when 

plotted show the '\VS.Ve pattern familiar from the other cases. The 

:maxi.mum averef~e depth for a short period of high flow was 2.27 feet, 

for which,, however" only data for the first curire of 92 foot radius 

cou.ld be obtained .. 

Time of observation, 3:05 - 3:10 "P 1,[i 
..... t•l~ 

d ... 2.27 feet 
0 

R = 92 f'eet 

b = 9 feet 

Q "" 360 cu. rt./sec. e:v 

v 0 :: 18 ft./ sec. (estiinated 

from max. Pitot reading of 21.2 ft./sec.) 



Measured maxima: 

h]_ :: 2.95 feet 

h' = 3~00 feet - 2 

Calculated maximu,m for the above conditions: 

h' = 2 .. 94 feet 
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The complete agreement is of course accidental. The theoretical 

value of 9
0 

= so40 1 corresponding to a distance from the entre..."1.ce 

of 14.1 feet cannot be checked from. the measured data, since some 

inco:n.sistance exists between the data on the begi1ming of the 

curve and the beginning of the change in the d eptp:s of the entrance 

sections. 

The best and most complete field data obtained so far were taken 

also during the storm of February 12, 1936 by members of the staff 

coxmected with the experimental work at the Institute. The obser-

va tions vrere taken along the walls of the :Rubio Canyon cham1el be-

low Longden drive. The profiles for maximura discharge are presented 

in the accompanying drawing~ This work was made possible by the 

Los .Al1t;eles County Flood Control District by having depth gauges 

painted every 20 feet along both channel walls; extending through 

two curves, the straight section be-Lvveen the curves a:n.d that below 

the second curve. Some float gauge measurements indicate the ap-

proximate velocity to have been between 20 - 24 feet per second. 

Unfortunately discharges obtained from the gauging station in San 

Gabriel at Broadway cannot be used to full advantage due to the 

lack of conformi'f.:;y of the time recorded by observers and that o'f: 
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the .. autolllc'"l. tic [;auge. The calculations accordL."1.g to the analytical 

part of the thesis yield the following results obtained from the 

average conditions indicat;ed by the plotted profiles. The dischare:es 

are teJc~n from the hydror;raph, and have been corrected as far as 

possible for time differences. 

Note; 

1. curve 

d
0 

= 2,.10 feet 

Q. = 1200 c.f.s. 

v 
0 

"' 22 ft./sec. 

b = 26 feet 

H = 445 feet 

h' = 2.9 feet (measured) 
1 

112 :: 3.2 feet 

g 
0 

= 5010 1 

(interpolated frorn 
no;? it ion of second m.:.'\X. 
~t~z = 25042') 

h' - 2.78 feet (calculated 
using equ. 12.) 

2. curve 

do = 2.00 feet 

C• <:; = 1200 c.r.s. 

VO = 23.1 ft./sec. 

b = 26 feet 

R = 425 feet 

h' = 2.9 feet 

h' = 2 .. 8 feet 

~o = 70 52' 

d and h' have both been corrected by subtracting .50 feet 
0 

from the gauge readings. The latter give elevations above lowest 

point of invert of channel section. Therefore,, elevations above 

mean base li:he are .50 feet lower.. It must be noted also that the 

entrance conditions to curve (1) are not satisfactory because of 

·bhe disturbance produced by inflow through a side inlet., This vvas 

situated about one huncied feet above the beginning of the curve. 
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(d) -"~Su.Tfiln.ary of Piel?- ~Ch~cks 

It should be noted that the above field measurements cover a 

wide range of conditions, Le., breadth of channel ranging from 

9 to 43 feet, radii of curvature from 92 to 600 feet, and velocities 

from 18 to 38 feet per second~ The results all show remarkably 

good at;reement with the analytical method, especially when it is 

remembered that the field data are neither complete nor precise. 

This is especially true as far as measurements of discharge and 

velocity are concerned. The individual depth measurements are 

su::'ficienty accurate but the combined pro:t:'ile suffers from the 

fact that the discharge did not remain constant over the period of 

time required to complete the measurements• Hov'rever, as has been 

said; the experimental and analytical results are in close agree

ment despite these difficulties. Therefore it is felt that these 

results represent a very strong field confirmation of the analyt

ical treatment. 
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l~ John Re Freeman: Hydraulic Laboratory Practice 
Publication,, A. S. H. E. 
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pp. 430 - 431~ experiments on air entrairunent of 
Ehrenberger,, Vienna, with inclinations of the ex
perirn.ental flume up to 370. 

2. Ph. Forchheimer~ Hydraulik 
page 171: 63, Wasserbewegung in steilen Rinnen 
according to experiments of Ehrenberger. 2 formulae 
for air entraimnent given. 

3. R. Ehrenberger~ Mit,ceiluns;en der Ve:rsuchsanstalt fuer 
lP!asserbau Wien, Zei tschrif't des Oesterreichischen 
Ingenieur ·L1nd Architekl:;envereins, 78 (1926) 
pp. 155 and 175 
Contains original paper of' Ehrenberger on his ex
periments on air entrainmen·l:;. 

4. Fr. ~isner: O:f':f.'ene Gerinne, IIandbueh der Experimenta.1-
Physik vol. IV, part 4 
PP• 299 - 301 
Eisner quotes Badn' s experiments on supercritical 
flow·. 

5. E. W. Lan.e: Recent studies on f'low conditions in steep 
chutes_, Engg. News Rec. 1936, Nov. 1 
pp 5 - ? , 6 fig. 
Lane presents qualitative considerations 1 no f'orrnulae, 
rouglmess investigated. 

1. Ph. Forchheimen Hyclraul:Dc, 1930 
page 310 
Forchhei:mer quot;es Dlainly ideas and analysis of Y. 
Boussinesq., whieh vvere originally presented in E~ux 
oourantes, p. 602 and in Journ. de Hathem. 9, 1883, 
P• 129. 
Boussinesq considers a curve as a series of' sharp 
bends and gives form of' expression for loss of head 
in curves. 

2. S., !'I., Vloodv.rard~ Hydraulics of the Miami Flood Control Pro
ject, Technical reports, part VII, 1920. page 271 
Customary formula for superelev-ation &"'1.d some better 
mathematical approac.hes. 
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b. 3. FL, c. Ripley; Relation of' depth to curvature of channels, 
Transo A. s. c. E. 1927, pp. 207 - 267 with dis
cussion. Riple:/ treats curvature effect on depth 
and profile of rivers with e:r.odable beds. He quotes 
a formula of the French engineer Gockinga for calcu
lation of superelevation. 

'fuis survey shows the scarcity of information available on 
high v.elocity flow in steep cham1els a.nd the complete la~k of a 
·treatment of high 'Te loci t.;' flow with regard to curved channels. 


